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• Market sentiment continues to favour an economic
recovery in 2021, as vaccination programs help
support a pickup in business activity
• Companies are keen to renew their commitments on
returning capital to shareholders through dividends
• A stable dividend strategy, such as the Dividend
Aristocrats index tracked by SPDR ETFs, aims to offer
investors strong yield factor exposure through higher
quality stocks from a diverse range of sectors
The change in economic sentiment at the end of 2020 provides a supportive case for dividend
stocks as we look forward to a continued economic recovery in 2021. Analysts remain positive
that the stabilisation of cash flows will support dividend growth. This extension of the recovery
should see investors considering an allocation to dividend strategies, using Smart Beta ETFs,
in order to play this theme.
In this note, we highlight the potential opportunity to benefit in this environment from a Dividend
Aristocrats approach, the leading dividend index in European Smart Beta ETFs.
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Source: J.P. Morgan Global Dividend Review as of 18 February 2021. JPM/Consensus bottom-up estimates are based on
aggregated J.P. Morgan analyst dividend per share estimates, where available, or IBES/Bloomberg consensus estimates.
Estimates are based on certain assumptions and there is no guarantee they will be met.

Macroeconomic
Outlook for Dividends

The change in economic sentiment at the end of 2020 laid the foundation for companies to
reflect a more positive outlook in their 2021 earnings guidance. One of the most profound areas
where this impact was felt was in dividend expectations. This earnings season, dividend investors
heard a number of positive themes that helped shape the future estimates on forward dividends,
as displayed in Figure 1 (previous page). In US equities, three major tailwinds support the ongoing
case for investors to consider increasing yield factor exposure by allocating to dividend stocks:
• Analyst estimates reflect significant upside potential for dividends, compared to the present
value of dividend futures
• As business activity resumes, further improvement to fundamentals and earnings
expectations could provide additional momentum for analyst revisions to go even higher
• Dividend strategies — such as Dividend Aristocrats — offer significant exposure to sectors
which maintain relatively attractive valuations and should benefit from further economic reflation
Many companies that faced cash flow challenges as a result of the global pandemic were forced to
‘take their medicine’ by cutting or suspending dividends in 2020. These firms will be keen to renew
their commitment of returning capital to shareholders through dividends. This should benefit the
relative valuations of dividend stocks, which were heavily discounted and under-owned in 2020.
While investor sentiment has become more positive on dividend stocks, investor flows have yet
to follow at the same rate seen for other recovery exposures, such as Size and Value. As Figure 2
demonstrates, European Smart Beta investors have been pouring money into Size and Value
ETFs since Q4 2020, when news on the deployment of vaccines affected asset prices. Dividend
ETFs have yet to experience similar inflows but can likely expect to see investors return to these
exposures as the economic recovery persists. This further supports the valuation case for
dividend stocks.

Figure 2
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., as of 26 February 2021. Flows are as of date indicated and
should not be relied upon thereafter.
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Dividend Aristocrats
Targets Stocks
Increasing Dividends

Figure 3
Total Portfolio
Exposure by
Forecast Action

The S&P® High Yield Dividend Aristocrats Index (“US Dividend Aristocrats”) — which is the
United States regional exposure of the Dividend Aristocrats family — selects stocks that have
increased total dividend per share amount every year for at least 20 consecutive years.1 By
adding US Dividend Aristocrats to the portfolio, investors can increase exposure to stocks
forecasting an increase in dividend yields, both in terms of portfolio weight (Figure 3) and nominal
stock exposure (Figure 4), as compared to the S&P® 500 Index.
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., as of 1 February 2021. The above forecasts are based on
certain assumptions and analysis. There is no guarantee that the estimates will be achieved.

Figure 4
Total Number
of Stocks by
Forecast Action
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., as of 1 February 2021.

The relative increase in exposure to stocks increasing and maintaining yields may seem lower
than expected, given the selection criteria of US Dividend Aristocrats. This further emphasises
the point made in Figure 1 that US equity dividend expectations are positive for 2021. Less
than 1% of the S&P® 500 Index is currently forecasting a dividend cut.
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Increase Quality by
Focusing on Stability

The Dividend Aristocrats indices produce ‘quality’ income for investors by focusing, and
selecting, on a long-term track record of dividend stability. This is unique from other US
dividend indices, which may focus primarily on high dividend payers or sector-neutral income.
Pure high dividend indices may increase the risk of exposure to ‘dividend traps’. Sectorneutral dividend indices may dilute an investor’s desired diversification and run the risk of
‘closet indexing’. Figure 5 highlights some of the key distinctions between these construction
methodologies.

Figure 5
Index Methodologies
Targeting Dividend
Stocks in US Equities
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Ticker
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Selection Universe

S&P® 1500 Composite Index

MSCI USA Index

Largest 1000 US stocks

Construction

Select stocks that have
increased dividend every year
for at least 20 consecutive years

Select stocks with at least a 30%
higher dividend yield, relative to
the selection universe, and pass
dividend sustainability screens

Screen stocks for low quality,
rank stocks by size-adjusted
high dividend score and
optimise for sector-neutrality

Weighting Scheme

Price-weighted with a weighting
factor based on the indicated
annual dividend yield

Market-capitalisation weighted
after selection

Equal-active weight factor for
each stock within sector

Constraints

4% single stock weight cap

5% single stock weight cap

Sector weights reset
to be sector-neutral at
each reconstitution
Stocks are screened to
remove the 5% with the
lowest price momentum
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Floating
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Target 125

Rebalance
Frequency

Annual reconsitution (January)
with a Quarterly review and
conditional Monthly review

Semi-Annual review
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Annual reconstitution
(February) with a conditional
Monthly review

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Fidelity, MSCI. The information contained above is for illustrative purposes only.

While the Dividend Aristocrats strategy does not explicitly target fundamental quality metrics in
stock selection, it is not surprising that the US Dividend Aristocrats can result in superior quality
metrics (Figure 6) compared to a pure high yield index. Dividend indices are inherently biased
toward value stocks and away from growth, but the US Dividend Aristocrats Index still provides
investors exposure to higher expected earnings growth (3–5 years) than a pure high dividend
index. Importantly, this earnings growth is achieved with lower leverage (long-term debt to equity)
than both the pure high dividend strategy and a benchmark S&P® 500 Index.

Figure 6
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Source: FactSet as of 1 February 2021.
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A Flexible Sector
Approach to
Quality Income

Figure 7
Sector Allocation of
Dividend Strategies
(vs. S&P® 500 Index)

The US Dividend Aristocrats Index uses a relatively unconstrained approach to targeting quality
income. The strategy does restrict each stock to a maximum weight of 4% in the index at each
quarterly rebalancing. There are no restrictions in the methodology to limit sector exposure.
This allows the strategy maximum flexibility to go ‘wherever it needs’ to find quality income.
Historically, this has created significant sector biases. Ultimately, investors tend to favour this
feature as it offers maximum diversification from the benchmark, whereas other strategies may
provide investors too strong of a market-return (higher beta).
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There are two notable sectors, Financials and Energy, in which US Dividend Aristocrats is
uniquely overweight. If we take a deeper dive into the dividend estimates for the S&P® 500 Index,
we can see these sectors are expected to deliver a significant portion of the dividend growth in
the coming years. In 2021, the 12-month forward dividend expectations are +11.21% in Energy and
+7.83% in Financials. This growth rate increases for Financials to +8.79% the following year (one
of the strongest and most stable growth expectations we can see).
Figure 8
Sector Distribution of
Dividend Estimates
(S&P® 500)
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Source: J.P. Morgan Global Dividend Review as of 18 February 2021. JPM/Consensus bottom-up estimates are based on
aggregated J.P. Morgan analyst dividend per share estimates, where available, or IBES/Bloomberg consensus estimates.
Estimates are based on certain assumptions and there is no guarantee they will be met.
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A Flexible Yield
Factor Approach to
Quality Income

In addition to the sector flexibility offered by the Dividend Aristocrats approach, the yieldweighted strategy is also free to try and maximize its yield factor exposure from the basket of
highly stable (by historical standards) dividend-paying stocks. In Figure 9, we see US Dividend
Aristocrats has the strongest active exposure to the Yield factor.
Construction of the US Dividend Aristocrats strategy starts with a broad market index (S&P
Composite 1500) selection universe, but is ultimately a yield-weighted strategy. For this reason,
it comes as no surprise that the strategy has a significant negative active Size factor exposure
compared to the market-capitalisation weighted S&P® 500 Index. Going a layer below (Figure 10)
we can see much of this comes from a positive exposure to mid-cap stocks.

Figure 9
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Figure 10
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Conclusion

Current economic sentiment provides a supportive case for dividend stocks based on recent
earnings guidance, analyst projections and general optimism towards a continued economic
recovery. This environment could present an opportunity for European ETF investors to return to
dividend strategies, following momentum seen in other recovery plays.
The S&P® High Yield Dividend Aristocrats Index is a stable dividend strategy that selects stocks
that have increased their total dividend per share amount every year for at least 20 consecutive
years. By adding US Dividend Aristocrats to the portfolio, investors can increase exposure to
stocks forecasting an increase in dividend yields. In addition, the strategy can provide investors
with positive quality bias, flexibility in seeking sector diversification and the maximum exposure
to the yield factor.

SPDR® ETFs

The investment objective of the SPDR® family of Dividend Aristocrats indices is to track the
performance of equities that historically have exhibited stable dividend growth.
• SPDR® S&P® U.S. Dividend Aristocrats UCITS ETF (Dist)
The SPDR® S&P® U.S. Dividend Aristocrats UCITS ETF seeks to replicate the S&P® High Yield
Dividend Aristocrats Index, which is comprised of the stocks of the S&P Composite 1500®
Index that have increased dividends every year for at least 20 consecutive years. These
stocks have both capital growth and dividend income characteristics, as opposed to stocks
that are pure yield or pure capital oriented.

Figure 11
Standard Performance
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, †Morningstar and Bloomberg, as of 31 January 2021.
Performance is net of fees. Performance quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.
Investment return and principal value will fluctuate, so you may have a gain or loss when shares are sold. Current
performance may be higher or lower than that quoted. All results are historical and assume the reinvestment of
dividends and capital gains. The performance data do not take account of the commissions and costs incurred on
the issue and redemption, or purchases and sale, of units. Visit spdrs.com for most recent month-end performance.
Performance returns for periods of less than one year are not annualised. Index returns are unmanaged and do not reflect the
deduction of any fees or expenses.

Endnote

1

Full index methodology is available at spglobal.com.
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ssga.com/etfs
Marketing communication.
General access. For professional
client use only.
Austria: The offering of SPDR ETFs by the
Company has been notified to the Financial
Markets Authority (FMA) in accordance with
section 139 of the Austrian Investment Funds
Act. Prospective investors may obtain the
current sales Prospectus, the articles of
incorporation, the KIID as well as the latest
annual and semi-annual report free of charge
from State Street Global Advisors GmbH,
Brienner Strasse 59, D-80333 Munich. T: +49
(0)89-55878-400. F: +49 (0)89-55878-440.
Finland: The offering of funds by the Companies
has been notified to the Financial Supervision
Authority in accordance with Section 127 of the
Act on Common Funds (29.1.1999/48) and by
virtue of confirmation from the Financial
Supervision Authority the Companies may
publicly distribute their Shares in Finland.
Certain information and documents that the
Companies must publish in Ireland pursuant to
applicable Irish law are translated into Finnish
and are available for Finnish investors by
contacting State Street Custodial Services
(Ireland) Limited, 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay,
Dublin 2, Ireland. France: This document does
not constitute an offer or request to purchase
shares in the Companies. Any subscription for
shares shall be made in accordance with the
terms and conditions specified in the complete
Prospectuses, the KIIDs, the addenda as well as
the Companies’ Supplements. These documents
are available from the Companies’ centralising
correspondent: State Street Banque S.A., 23–25
rue Delariviere-Lefoullon, 92064 Paris La
Defence Cedex or on the French part of the site
ssga.com. The Companies are undertakings for
collective investment in transferable securities
(UCITS) governed by Irish law and accredited by
the Central Bank of Ireland as a UCITS in
accordance with European Regulations.
European Directive no. 2014/91/EU dated 23 July
2014 on UCITS, as amended, established
common rules pursuant to the cross-border
marketing of UCITS with which they duly
comply. This common base does not exclude
differentiated implementation. This is why a
European UCITS can be sold in France even
though its activity does not comply with rules
identical to those governing the approval of this
type of product in France. The offering of these
compartments has been notified to the Autorité
des Marchés Financiers (AMF) in accordance
with article L214-2-2 of the French Monetary
and Financial Code. Germany: The offering
of SPDR ETFs by the Companies has been
notified to the Bundesanstalt für

Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) in
accordance with section 312 of the German
Capital Investment Act. Prospective investors
may obtain the current sales Prospectuses,
the articles of incorporation, the KIIDs as well
as the latest annual and semi-annual report
free of charge from State Street Global
Advisors GmbH, Brienner Strasse 59, D-80333
Munich. T: +49 (0)89-55878-400.
F: +49 (0)89-55878-440. Ireland: State Street
Global Advisors Ireland Limited is regulated by
the Central Bank of Ireland. Registered office
address 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2.
Registered number 145221. T: +353 (0)1 776
3000. F: +353 (0)1 776 3300. Israel: No action
has been taken or will be taken in Israel that
would permit a public offering of the Securities
or distribution of this sales brochure to the
public in Israel. This sales brochure has not
been approved by the Israel Securities
Authority (the ‘ISA’). Accordingly, the Securities
shall only be sold in Israel to an investor of the
type listed in the First Schedule to the Israeli
Securities Law, 1978, which has confirmed in
writing that it falls within one of the categories
listed therein (accompanied by external
confirmation where this is required under ISA
guidelines), that it is aware of the implications
of being considered such an investor and
consents thereto, and further that the
Securities are being purchased for its own
account and not for the purpose of re-sale or
distribution. This sales brochure may not be
reproduced or used for any other purpose, nor
be furnished to any other person other than
those to whom copies have been sent. Nothing
in this sales brochure should be considered
investment advice or investment marketing as
defined in the Regulation of Investment
Advice, Investment Marketing and Portfolio
Management Law, 1995 (“the Investment
Advice Law”). Investors are encouraged to seek
competent investment advice from a locally
licenced investment advisor prior to making any
investment. State Street is not licenced under
the Investment Advice Law, nor does it carry
the insurance as required of a licencee
thereunder. This sales brochure does
not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of
an offer to buy any securities other than the
Securities offered hereby, nor does it constitute
an offer to sell to or solicitation of an offer to
buy from any person or persons in any state
or other jurisdiction in which such offer or
solicitation would be unlawful, or in which the
person making such offer or solicitation is not
qualified to do so, or to a person or persons to
whom it is unlawful to make such offer or
solicitation. Italy: State Street Global Advisors
Ireland Limited, Milan Branch (Sede Secondaria
di Milano) is a branch of State Street Global
Advisors Ireland Limited, registered in Ireland

with company number 145221, authorised and
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, and
whose registered office is at 78 Sir John
Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. State Street Global
Advisors Ireland Limited, Milan Branch (Sede
Secondaria di Milano), is registered in Italy
with company number 10495250960 - R.E.A.
2535585 and VAT number 10495250960 and
whose office is at Via Ferrante Aporti, 10 - 20125
Milano, Italy. T: +39 02 32066 100. F: +39 02
32066 155. Luxembourg: The Companies
have been notified to the Commission de
Surveillance du Secteur Financier in
Luxembourg in order to market its shares for
sale to the public in Luxembourg and the
Companies are notified Undertakings in
Collective Investment for Transferable
Securities (UCITS). Netherlands: This
communication is directed at qualified investors
within the meaning of Section 2:72 of the Dutch
Financial Markets Supervision Act (Wet op het
financieel toezicht) as amended. The products
and services to which this communication
relates are only available to such persons and
persons of any other description should not rely
on this communication. Distribution of this
document does not trigger a licence
requirement for the Companies or SSGA in the
Netherlands and consequently no prudential
and conduct of business supervision will be
exercised over the Companies or SSGA by the
Dutch Central Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank
N.V.) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (Stichting Autoriteit Financiële
Markten). The Companies have completed their
notification to the Authority Financial Markets
in the Netherlands in order to market their
shares for sale to the public in the Netherlands
and the Companies are, accordingly, investment
institutions (beleggingsinstellingen) according
to Section 2:72 Dutch Financial Markets
Supervision Act of Investment Institutions.
Norway: The offering of SPDR ETFs by the
Companies has been notified to the Financial
Supervisory Authority of Norway
(Finanstilsynet) in accordance with applicable
Norwegian Securities Funds legislation. By
virtue of a confirmation letter from the Financial
Supervisory Authority dated 28 March 2013 (16
October 2013 for umbrella II) the Companies
may market and sell their shares in Norway.
Spain: SSGA SPDR ETFs Europe I and II plc
have been authorised for public distribution in
Spain and are registered with the Spanish
Securities Market Commission (Comisión
Nacional del Mercado de Valores) under no.1244
and no.1242. Before investing, investors may
obtain a copy of the Prospectus and Key
Investor Information Documents, the Marketing
Memoranda, the fund rules or instruments of
incorporation as well as the annual and
semi-annual reports of State Street Global
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Advisors SPDR ETFs Europe I and II plc from
Cecabank, S.A. Alcalá 27, 28014 Madrid (Spain)
who is the Spanish Representative,
Paying Agent and distributor in Spain or at
ssga.com. The authorised Spanish distributor
of State Street Global Advisors SPDR ETFs is
available on the website of the Securities
Market Commission (Comisión Nacional del
Mercado de Valores). Switzerland: The
collective investment schemes referred to
herein are collective investment schemes under
Irish law. Prospective investors may obtain the
current sales prospectus, the articles of
incorporation, the KIID as well as the latest
annual and semi-annual reports free of charge
from the Swiss Representative and Paying
Agent, State Street Bank International GmbH,
Munich, Zurich Branch, Beethovenstrasse 19,
8027 Zurich as well as from the main distributor
in Switzerland, State Street Global Advisors AG,
Beethovenstrasse 19, 8027 Zurich. Before
investing please read the prospectus and
the KIID, copies of which can be obtained from
the Swiss representative, or at ssga.com.
United Kingdom: The Funds have been
registered for distribution in the UK pursuant to
the UK’s temporary permissions regime under
regulation 62 of the Collective Investment
Schemes (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2019. The Funds are directed at
‘professional clients’ in the UK (as defined in
rules made under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000) who are deemed both
knowledgeable and experienced in matters
relating to investments. The products and
services to which this communication relates
are only available to such persons and persons
of any other description should not rely on
this communication. Many of the protections
provided by the UK regulatory system do
not apply to the operation of the Funds, and
compensation will not be available under the
UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
Important Information
This document has been issued by State Street
Global Advisors Ireland (“SSGA”), regulated by
the Central Bank of Ireland. Registered office
address 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2.
Registered number 145221. T: +353 (0)1 776
3000. F: +353 (0)1 776 3300. Web: ssga.com.
SPDR ETFs is the exchange traded funds (“ETF”)
platform of State Street Global Advisors and is
comprised of funds that have been authorised
by Central Bank of Ireland as open-ended UCITS
investment companies.
The funds are not available to US investors.
SSGA SPDR ETFs Europe I plc and SPDR ETFs
Europe II plc issue SPDR ETFs, and are
open-ended investment companies with
variable capital having segregated liability
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between their sub-funds. The Companies are
organised as Undertakings for Collective
Investments in Transferable Securities (UCITS)
under the laws of Ireland and authorised as
UCITS by the Central Bank of Ireland.
ETFs trade like stocks, are subject to
investment risk and will fluctuate in market
value. The investment return and principal
value of an investment will fluctuate in value, so
that when shares are sold or redeemed, they
may be worth more or less than when they were
purchased. Although shares may be bought or
sold on an exchange through any brokerage
account, shares are not individually redeemable
from the fund. Investors may acquire shares
and tender them for redemption through the
fund in large aggregations known as “creation
units.” Please see the fund’s prospectus for
more details.
The information provided does not constitute
investment advice as such term is defined
under the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss
regulation and it should not be relied on as such.
It should not be considered a solicitation to buy
or an offer to sell any investment. It does not
take into account any investor’s or potential
investor’s particular investment objectives,
strategies, tax status, risk appetite or
investment horizon. If you require investment
advice you should consult your tax and financial
or other professional advisor.
All information is from SSGA unless otherwise
noted and has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not
guaranteed. There is no representation or

warranty as to the current accuracy, reliability
or completeness of, nor liability for, decisions
based on such information and it should not
be relied on as such.
The views expressed in this material are the
views of SPDR EMEA Strategy Team through
the period ended 1 March 2021 and are subject
to change based on market and other
conditions. The information provided does not
constitute investment advice and it should not
be relied on as such. All material has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable,
but its accuracy is not guaranteed. This
document contains certain statements that
may be deemed forward-looking statements.
Please note that any such statements are not
guarantees of any future performance and
actual results or developments may differ
materially from those projected.
Investing involves risk including the risk of
loss of principal.
Investments in emerging or developing markets
may be more volatile and less liquid than
investing in developed markets and may involve
exposure to economic structures that are
generally less diverse and mature and to
political systems which have less stability
than those of more developed countries.
Equity securities may fluctuate in value in
response to the activities of individual
companies and general market and
economic conditions.
Investing in foreign domiciled securities may
involve risk of capital loss from unfavourable
fluctuation in currency values, withholding
taxes, from differences in generally accepted

accounting principles or from economic or
political instability in other nations.
Standard & Poor’s, S&P and SPDR are registered
trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial
Services LLC (S&P); Dow Jones is a registered
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings
LLC (Dow Jones); and these trademarks have
been licenced for use by S&P Dow Jones
Indices LLC (SPDJI) and sublicenced for certain
purposes by State Street Corporation. State
Street Corporation’s financial products are not
sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by
SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, their respective
affiliates and third party licensors and none
of such parties make any representation
regarding the advisability of investing in such
product(s) nor do they have any liability in
relation thereto, including for any errors,
omissions, or interruptions of any index.
The trademarks and service marks referenced
herein are the property of their respective
owners. Third party data providers make no
warranties or representations of any kind
relating to the accuracy, completeness or
timeliness of the data and have no liability
for damages of any kind relating to the use
of such data.
Concentrated investments in a particular fund
tend to be more volatile than the overall market
and increases risk that events negatively
affecting such sectors or industries could
reduce returns, potentially causing the value
of the Fund’s shares to decrease.
All the index performance results referred to
are provided exclusively for comparison
purposes only. It should not be assumed that
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they represent the performance of any
particular investment.
The whole or any part of this work may not be
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its
contents disclosed to third parties without
SSGA’s express written consent.
The information contained in this
communication is not a research
recommendation or ‘investment research’
and is classified as a ‘Marketing
Communication’ in accordance with
the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss
regulation. This means that this marketing
communication (a) has not been prepared
in accordance with legal requirements
designed to promote the independence
of investment research (b) is not subject
to any prohibition on dealing ahead of
the dissemination of investment research.
You should obtain and read the SPDR
prospectus and relevant Key Investor
Information Document (KIID) prior to
investing, which may be obtained from
ssga.com. These include further details
relating to the SPDR funds, including
information relating to costs, risks and
where the funds are authorised for sale.
© 2021 State Street Corporation.
All Rights Reserved.
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